


2014 Blowsion Adjustable Billet Handle Pole    PN#03-04-235     Price: Blowsion.com
Introducing for 2014 the new Blowsion billet adjustable handle pole. In development and testing for over two years, 
this lightweight futuristic design incorporates every feature and request from not only the design group here at 
Blowsion, but feedback and testing as well from the top pros in racing, freeride and freestyle. This product was the 
definition of a team effort! 

Constructed of billet aluminum throughout all its componentry, the Blowsion Billet handle pole features an exclusively
designed and lightweight dual honeycomb shaped center extrusion. Combined with the lightweight billet machined ends 
that are manufactured using industry leading 5-axis technology, this system allows for ease of length adjustability on 
each end as well as superior clamping strength. Choose from multiple lengths of center extrusion allowing each rider to 
customize pole lengths from uber short to extended length taller riders.   

Incorporating a completely new one-piece steering system, the Blowsion handle pole allows for a completely neutral
handlebar pivot mount. This is the first “over the pivot” (OVP) steering system for the standup market. OVP steering
enormously increases steering response and enables the rider to have a much more precise feel. Innovative new tapered 
bearings are used for increase lateral-load on the bars as well as a zirk fitting mounted into the steering so you can grease 
your steering bearings with ease. Under side mounting of pole and steering system is completely sanitized of leg-scarring 
bolts, nuts and mounting hardware. 

Already have an aftermarket steering system? No worries- we have designed this new pole to accommodate exiting 
steering systems on the market. The Blowsion billet handle pole is the only handle pole supplied with a billet steering 
stop, a machined handle pole limiting rope fixture and is available in six different anodized color options for both the 
center extrusion, as well as the billet ends (Black, Red, Blue, Clear, Orange and Green). When outfitting your steering 
system for our new pole you can choose from a standard handlebar, or riser/straight bar option. Both Yamaha and 
Kawasaki Bushings included.

Add our exclusive and brand new 2014 Turbulator composite chin pad and you are ready to rip. Streamlined and lightweigh
with 10mm of lightweight foam padding to protect against painful face plants, the Blowsion 2014 Turbulator 
chin pad is available in these popular watercraft colors: Green, Black, Blue, Red, Orange, White, Red, and Yellow. 
One-off custom color special order requests also available with new designs and padding coming in 2014 that 
will blow you away.

All Blowsion handlepole products and components are 100% designed and manufactured in the USA.  
Sales and Shipping commence December 1st, 2013. Updated pricing, color options and more information will all be 
available at the Blowsion Handlepole website link. 
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